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ABSTRACT
Translating a program written in one programming language to another can be useful for software development tasks that need functionality implementations in different languages. Although past studies have considered this problem, they may be either specific to the language grammars, or specific to certain kinds of code elements (e.g., tokens, phrases, API uses). This paper proposes a new approach to automatically learn cross-language representations for various kinds of structural code elements that may be used for program translation. Our key idea is two-folded: First, we normalize and enrich code token streams with additional structural and semantic information, and train cross-language vector representations for the tokens (a.k.a. shared embeddings) based on word2vec, a neural-network-based technique for producing word embeddings; Second, hierarchically from bottom up, we construct shared embeddings for code elements of higher levels of granularity (e.g., expressions, statements, methods) from the embeddings for their constituents, and then build mappings among code elements across languages based on similarities among embeddings.

Our preliminary evaluations on about 40,000 Java and C# source files from 9 software projects show that our approach can automatically learn shared embeddings for various code elements in different languages and identify their cross-language mappings with reasonable Mean Average Precision scores. When compared with an existing tool for mapping library API methods, our approach identifies many more mappings accurately. The mapping results and code can be accessed at https://github.com/bdqnghi/hierarchical-programming-language-mapping.

We believe that our idea for learning cross-language vector representations with code structural information can be a useful step towards automated program translation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automated program translation (a.k.a. language migration) can be very useful for software development as it may help reduce developer coding time, especially for functionalities and library APIs that need to be implemented and maintained in various programming languages. Take the Apache Lucene as an example: it is a popular information retrieval library, providing many APIs for a third-party client program to access its core functionalities. Lucene was originally implemented in Java and not easy to be used by client programs in other languages. Due to popular demands for its functionalities, it has been ported to other languages (e.g., C#, C++, Python, Ruby, PHP, etc.) to support clients in those languages. Nevertheless, multiple versions of Lucene in different languages increase the cost on its maintenance and development, as new features or bug fixes in one version may need to be manually ported to another version for consistency. An automated approach to translate code among languages can help save much cost, and still be useful even if the approach cannot generate complete translations but can identify likely translation candidates in large code bases.

Existing studies on program translations may be classified in two categories. One is based on grammar rules (e.g., Java2CSharp at https://github.com/codejuicer/Java2CSharp), which can be very accurate, but inflexible in dealing with different languages or language evolutions as the translations need to be programmed repeatedly for different grammars. The other is based on statistical language models for selected code elements (e.g., for tokens [15], token phrases with contexts [16, 17], or APIs and API sequences [4, 5, 13, 14, 18, 21, 22]), which can deal with different languages but may need to incorporate various kinds of contexts (e.g., sequences/co-occurrence relations, data/control dependencies) for selected code elements [5, 17].

In the field of natural language processing (NLP), neural-network-based Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has emerged as an alternative to statistical language models, achieving good results for natural language translation [19]. NMT models use distributed vector representations of words as the basic unit to compose representations for more complex language elements, such as sentences and paragraphs. One prominent distributed vector representation is word2vec [10, 12], which uses neural networks to learn vector representations of words (a.k.a. word embeddings) from natural language articles to capture latent semantics with respect to a modeling objective, such as predicting the context given a word or predicting the next word given a context. Also, similarities among different natural languages can be exploited for machine translation [11], which can be applicable for programming languages as there are many across-language code clones too [2].

Inspired by NMT and limitations in existing program translation techniques, our goal is to produce a new way of representing code in distributed vectors for any kind of code elements across languages.

Our key idea is mainly based on two observations: (1) code clearly has hierarchical structures as illustrated in Figure 1 and is often composable, and (2) code structures (in addition to its textual appearance) often accurately reflect its semantics, which are dif-
different from natural languages. That means, NMT may be able to generate distributed vector representations that can closely reflect the code semantics if the code token streams can be enriched with its structural information, and generate vector representations for any composed code elements that are of higher levels of granularity. Therefore, our approach works by normalizing and enriching code token streams with structural (and some semantic) information extracted via code parsing, constructing a bilingual skip-gram model to generate distributed vectors for code tokens in two different languages (a.k.a. shared embeddings), and composing shared embeddings for low-level code elements into more complex ones according to code structures. Code elements in different languages but having similar shared embeddings will thus become mapping and translation candidates for each other.

Our preliminary evaluations using about 40,000 source files from 9 programs that have multiple versions in both Java and C# show that our approach can automatically learn shared embeddings from existing code across Java and C#, and achieve around 50% precision in recommending top-10 cross-language code mappings at various levels of granularity. Compared with existing tools for identifying API mappings (StatMiner [13]), our approach can identify more than 400 more library API methods and classes accurately.

Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:
- We propose a new way to add structural information into source code token streams and adapt word embeddings to learn vector representations for code tokens across languages.
- We allow hierarchial compositions of vector representations for simpler code elements into more complex ones according to code structures, and thus can produce vector representations for any code structures across languages.

2 RELATED WORK
There have been many studies on code representation, modeling, and learning for various purposes. Hellendoorn and Devanbu [6] point out that simpler models (e.g., n-gram) with caches of code locality and hierarchy may even outperform complex models (e.g., deep neural networks). But this may also indicate that using code locality and structural information within deep learning may further improve code learning accuracy. Nguyen et al. [13] also demonstrates that semantic code features at various levels of abstraction can be useful in improve the accuracy of statistical language models. All of these studies provoke us to use structural information too when learning vector representations for code.

More specifically for program translation, among much work that utilizes statistical models for various kinds of code elements (e.g., tokens and token sequences [15–17], and APIs [13, 14, 18, 21, 22]), only a few have used deep learning [4, 5], but they are limited to API sequences, and may require much adaptation for different kinds code structures, while our approach may be applicable to learn shared embeddings for any kind of composable code structures.

3 OUR APPROACH
3.1 Overview
Figure 2 is the overview of our approach. We first collect parallel corpus across languages for training bilingual embedding models. A parallel corpus is a collection of source code in one language and their translation into another language. We utilize the similarity among file names to identify files in different languages that implement a same functionality. Taking Lucene as an example, the file AbstractEncoder.cs in its C# version has the same name as the file AbstractEncoder.java in its Java version. Thus, the files in the parallel corpus are considered to be “semantically aligned” with each other and used for later steps. We then normalize the token streams in the files to remove semantic-irrelevant information (e.g., some variable names) and add more structural and some semantic information (e.g., syntactic node types, data types, and method signatures). The normalized token streams are then used as input for the Berkeley aligner [8] to generate token-level alignment information indicating potential synonyms across languages, and the token-aligned data is then used to learn bilingual vector representations for the tokens. Finally, vector representations for low-level tokens are composed together to form representations for code elements of higher levels of granularity. Code elements of similar vector representations across languages (i.e., shared embeddings) will be identified as mapping candidates for each other.

3.2 Token Normalization
This step (1) converts each raw token into its signature version and (2) adds structural keywords for the tokens based on ASTs.

Convert a raw token into its signature: This is to normalize the effects of various kinds of identifier names as some names are important for code semantics while some others are not. For example, class Text in Lucene and class Text in Java SDK are different types even though their lexical names are the same. Thus, we replace the names with their type signatures (including their package and class names) for differentiation. Similarly, function names are replaced by their full signatures. For variable names, if they are non-primitive types, they are replaced by the type signatures, similar to class names; if they are primitive types, they are replaced by a type-specific token. Tokens having no effect on code operational semantics, such as ”,” ”;”, ”.”, are removed. The below illustrates how three main kinds of tokens are normalized:

```plaintext
int i; === int int_id // 2 tokens
CommonTree === Antlr.Runtime.Tree.CommonTree // 1 token
```

Add structural keywords for the tokens: This is to add relevant AST node types for the tokens into the token streams so that the later learning steps may utilize more information implicit in raw code texts. The below snippet illustrates this step:

```plaintext
Console.WriteLine( ”out” ); === expr_stmt expr_func_call System.Console.WriteLine(String ) // 7 tokens
argument literal_type string // 7 tokens
```

Figure 1: Abstract syntax trees — illustration of code hierarchical structure and composability.
3.3 The Bilingual skip-gram Model

Our goal here is to learn distributed vector representations for cross-language code tokens, which can then serve as the basis for more complex composed code elements. We use the bilingual skip gram model (BiSkip) [9] to achieve the goal. The motivation behind BiSkip is to learn shared embeddings between tokens cross-lingually rather than just monolingually. Rather than just predicting the tokens in one language, they use the tokens in one language to predict their aligned tokens in another language and vice versa. For example, from a large corpus of Java and C# code, the BiSkip model may be able to learn that the token `readonly` in C# is aligned to and has the same meaning as the token `final` in Java, and `final` often occurs together with `public` and `int` to define certain constants.

Then, when given the token `readonly`, we can use the BiSkip model to substitute `final` in Java and predict that its surrounding tokens are `int` and `public`. The BiSkip model has been shown to perform well for both bilingual and monolingual tasks [9]. In this paper, we utilize the Berkeley aligner [8] to generate token alignments from the code token streams to be used by BiSkip.

3.4 Hierarchical Models

Once we get the vector representation for tokens across languages, we want to generate representations for more complex code elements, such as expressions, definitions, declarations, statements, methods, classes, and modules (Figure 1) so that code mappings and program translations can be done for more complex elements. Since all of the elements are hierarchical compositions of elements at lower levels of granularity including tokens, our intuition is to generate representations for elements at higher levels of granularity by composing the shared embeddings of their constituent elements.

According to [7], simply averaging word embeddings of all words in a text can be a strong baseline for representing the whole text for the task of short text similarity comparison. Variants of this simple averaging strategy exist, such as averaging the embeddings with their weights measured in terms of term-frequency/inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF) to decrease the influence of the most common words. As a preliminary exploration in this paper, we only consider 3 levels of granularity of this task: expressions, statements, and methods, and use the simple averaging operation to compose shared embeddings according to the structures of code abstract syntax trees. While the next section shows the limited settings produce promising code mapping results, we leave more comprehensive exploration of composition strategies for future work.

4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

4.1 Data

Table 1 is a summary of our training dataset. We consider the language pair C# and Java in all the evaluations. We collect the comparable dataset as in StaMiner [13]. We use the implementation of BiSkip from [1] to generate the vector representations of tokens.

### Table 1: Overview of our training data set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Ver Files Methods</th>
<th>Java Files Methods</th>
<th>C# Files Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. MAP, k = 1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. MAP, k = 5</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. MAP, k = 10</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Evaluation Tasks

4.2.1 Element mappings. As described in Section 3.4, we aim to build vector representation for compositional cases in order to find good mappings in a hierarchical model across languages. We extract all the expressions, the statements and the methods of each project in our data set by traversing the AST representation to identify the element type, then we manually defined ground truth elements pairs. We treat each element in Java as a query to retrieve the top-k elements of C#. Then we use Mean Average Precision (MAP) as the metric to evaluate this task. Due to the limitation of pages, instead of showing the MAP score for each type of element of each project, we calculate the average MAP of all project for each type of element. Table 2 shows the results of the evaluations, with k = 1, 5, 10, respectively.

4.2.2 API mappings. We use the task described in StaMiner [13] to evaluate how effective our approach. We consider 2 types of API names: classes and methods. For each name in Java, we get its vector representation and use it as a query. The query is used to find the top-k nearest neighbors among the shared embeddings for C# names. In this task, we only consider k = 1, which means we consider only the exact match of the query. Since there are too many APIs to build ground truth manually, we randomly select 100 APIs of each project for this task. Table 3 shows the precisions for class mappings and method mappings.

Compared to StaMiner [13] and DeepAM [5] that mine API mappings by using statistical machine translation techniques and deep learning, our work is more generalized in term of the kind of code elements supported. Their work only focuses on learning the mappings between language SDK APIs, while our approach allows mappings among any kind of structural code elements in a language beyond SDK APIs. Although finding the mappings for SDK APIs in different languages is a commonly needed and important task, developers often need more mappings for program elements (e.g.,
from the embeddings of their constituent elements and tokens from bottom up according to the hierarchical structures of the syntax trees of the code. Our preliminary evaluations show that our approach can map many code elements between Java and C# accurately. This can serve as a foundation for more complicated tasks, such as program translation, cross-language program classification, code clone detection, code reuse, and even synthesis.

In the future, we want to improve the techniques used in our approach and examine our approach for more language pairs.
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We also found that our approach detects correctly about 400 more SDK API method mappings and 150 more SDK API class mappings that were not set in the latest mapping files in the Java2CSharp tool, while StaMiner detects 120 more SDK mappings for both classes and methods and 84 of which are also in our mappings. In this evaluation, we only consider k=1 for the top-k nearest neighbors. We expect to find even more mappings if we consider a larger k and we can find more mappings for APIs that are not in the language SDK libraries. We leave these evaluations for future work.

4.3 Threats to Validity

For the model training, we use the same settings as described by Mikolov et al. [12], which may not be the best with respect to our dataset. We will do more empirical research to choose better hyperparameters to improve training results. The normalization step is mostly based on srcML [3] get the AST of code. At this moment, srcML supports four languages (C, C++, C#, Java), and we only perform experiments on the Java – C# pair. In the future, we want to explore the generalizability of our approach with more programming languages supported by srcML and beyond.

The correctness of our API mappings results were checked by ourselves manually, which may be biased and incomprehensive. To evaluate the actual correctness and usefulness of our API mappings, we plan to do more large-scale evaluations by using Java2CSharp to see how our mappings can help reduce the compilation error rates when compared with StaMiner during actual migration of projects. As described in [20], source code is very localized. Since we treat a whole file as a corpus, which means we ignore the localness of the tokens. The skip-gram model focuses on capturing the global regularities over the whole corpus, and neglects local regularities, thus ignoring the localness of software. A natural way to collect regularities over the whole corpus, and neglects local regularities, is to use a whole file as a corpus, which means we ignore the localness of software. This can serve as a foundation for more complicated tasks, such as program translation, cross-language program classification, code clone detection, code reuse, and even synthesis.

In the future, we want to improve the techniques used in our approach and examine our approach for more language pairs.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work proposes an approach to learn code element mappings across programming languages based on distributed vector representations. By utilizing the alignment of files in projects with multiple versions of implementations in different languages, we learn the alignment of tokens in an unsupervised manner, and generate the shared embeddings for tokens across languages. Then, the shared embeddings for more complex code elements are composed